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Launching Paper Rockets
Reflective Planning
Description/Summary of Lesson:
Students will work in teams of two to complete research on rocket designs and what makes
them fly more efficiently. Then, students will make a set of paper rockets to see which design
flies the greatest distance. Using prior math skills, the students will calculate the mean,
median, mode and range of the class’ distances. Throughout this activity, students will gain
an understanding of how engineers use both math and science together for the best
aerodynamic design to build and launch rockets.
.
Essential Questions:
 What are the specific qualities that go into engineering to design a rocket?
 How is math used in the planning stages of designing a rocket?
 What size and angle of the fin will maximize flight distance of the rocket?
Suggested Grade Level: Grade 6
Approximate Time: Two days (50 minute class periods)
Teacher’s Role: Facilitator
Class Set-Up: Groups of two students at tables or desks put together
Success Standards:
 Students can calculate mean, median, mode and range.
 Students can define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient
precision to ensure a successful solution — taking into account relevant scientific
principles and potential impacts on people and the natural environment that may
limit possible solutions.
 Students can develop and use models.
 Students can engage in argument from evidence.
Learning Purpose:
 Students will define the problem.
 Students will develop a plan to build a paper rocket that flies the greatest distance.
 Students will determine the amount of fins needed to fly their rocket.
 Students will calculate mean, median, mode and range.
 Students will use social, interaction skills for completing projects with peers.
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Vocabulary:
 Propulsion
 Physics
 Aerodynamics
 Flight
 Stability

Thrust
Drag
Fins
Parallel
Cylinder

Math Practices:
 MP 1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
 MP 3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
 MP 4: Model with mathematics.
 MP 6: Attend to precision.
Depth of Knowledge:
 DOK Level 3: Strategic Thinking
Materials:
Teacher Materials
 Instructions for Students
 Copies of Rubric
 Data Worksheet
 Exit Slip
Student Materials
An empty hallway or space in the classroom will be needed to launch the rockets.
Student groups need a zip-lock bag with the following items:
 Scissors
 4 Straws (so they don’t share germs)
 Masking Tape
 Ruler
 2 Pieces of Card Stock
 Measuring Tape or Meter Stick
Summary of Tasks/Experiences
Spark Activity: Teacher Discussion
Can you make the rocket that flies the farthest? Just two sheets of paper can lead to a
whole lot of fun. How? Paper rockets! All you need to know is how to best cut and fold
and you can have a simple rocket in a matter of minutes. But what design should you
use to build the best rocket? In this aerodynamics project, you will make simple
rockets out of paper and launch them by blowing into a drinking straw.
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Lesson Descriptions:
Introduction: Day 1
The teacher will:
 hand out instructions on building a paper rocket.
 hand out copies of rubric for evaluation.
 share the zip-lock bag and its contents.
 allow student to collaborate around a plan of action to accomplish their goal.
The students will:
 begin research on rocket aerodynamics using classroom computers and/or their
electronic devices.
Day 2:
The students will:
 build rockets.
 launch rockets and measure their distances.
 complete data worksheet.
 complete exit slip (may finish for homework if needed).
Teacher facilitates class asking guiding questions as students work in pairs:







Why might the rocket tumble through the air?
What might cause the rocket to fly straight through the air and go a longer distance?
Is there an angle measure you should launch the rocket to have it go the greatest
distance?
What allows the rocket to remain stable?
How does air flow over a rocket affect drag and stability?
How do fins control direction and stability of a rocket?

Student Engagement
Social/Emotional Engagement: Students will use social, interaction skills for completing
projects with peers.
Physical Engagement: Students will collaborate while completing research regarding
rocket launches through the use of electronic devices and discourse while working in pairs.
Cognitive Engagement: Students will work together using math and science concepts such
as angles and aerodynamics.
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Evidence of Learning
Checks for Understanding/Expected Outcomes:
 Students will build and launch a paper rocket.
o The first three rockets should follow the instructions handed out to the
students.
 Students will complete a data worksheet.
o Answers will vary by student groups. Students will measure distances and
record on this sheet.
o After all teams have finished, a class average for mean, median, mode and
range will be listed.
 Students will complete an exit slip.
o The exit slip will allow students to show they did some research on rockets as
requested.
 Students will be evaluated using the included rubric.
o The rubric should be given as a guide to help students as they work in teams of
two to finish their work for a grade.
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Launching Paper Rockets
RUBRIC

CATEGORY

4

3

2

Research shown
with much detail
about the needs for
an effective rocket
launch.

Research shown
with some detail
about the needs for
an effective rocket
launch.

Research shown
with little detail
about the needs for
an effective rocket
launch.

Research shown
with little to no
detail about the
needs for an
effective rocket
launch.

Great care taken in
the construction
process so that the
rocket is launching
properly.

Construction was
careful and
accurate for the
most part, not all
rockets launched
properly.

Construction
accurately followed
the plans, but none
of the rockets
launched properly.

Construction
appears careless or
haphazard. No
rocket launched.

Modification/
Testing

Clear evidence of
troubleshooting,
testing, and
refinements based
on scientific
principles.

Clear evidence of
troubleshooting,
testing and
refinements.

Some evidence of
troubleshooting,
testing and
refinements.

Little evidence of
troubleshooting,
testing or
refinements.

Group Member

The student worked
well with team
member
throughout the
entire course of the
project and was
present both days.

The student
worked well with
team member
throughout most of
the project and was
present both days.

The student worked
with team member
on some of the
project and was
present both days.

The student
worked with team
member only
slightly throughout
the project and/or
was absent.

Research

Construction
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Challenge Letter to Students:
After completing research on rockets and aerodynamics you will create the rockets in the
classroom and launch them in the hallway or empty area in the classroom provided by the
teacher.




















Cut one piece of paper (card stock) into four smaller rectangles, by cutting it in half
lengthwise and widthwise. This will allow you to make four rockets to launch and
measure distances.
Wrap one of the paper rectangles around a pencil to form a cylinder, with the long
edge of the paper along the length of the pencil.
Tape the cylinder closed so it does not unravel (but do not tape it to the pencil).
Slide the cylinder off the pencil. Pinch one end of the cylinder shut and seal it with
tape. (This is the "front" end of your rocket.) Leave the other end open. This will be
your first rocket, with no fins.
Slide it over a drinking straw. Aim the straw forward, then blow into it as hard as you
can. Watch your rocket as it flies.
Measure the distance and record on your data sheet.
Make another paper rocket following the previous steps. For this rocket, however, you
will make fins. Cut out two right triangles (with a 90-degree angle in one corner) from
the other piece of paper. The long sides of the triangles should be about eight
centimeters. You will fold each triangle to make two fins, so you will have four fins
total.
Draw a line that splits one triangle in half (from the 90-degree corner to the middle of
the long side of the triangle).
Draw two lines parallel to the first line (one on each side), about five millimeters away
from it.
Fold the triangle up along these two lines. The result should be two triangles sticking
up in the air (the fins), with a flat part connecting them in between.
Tape the flat part to the side of your cylinder, toward the open end (the base of your
rocket).
Repeat these steps for the other triangle, and tape it to your cylinder on the opposite
side of the first one.
Slide the new rocket onto the drinking straw and launch it. Record your distance.
You will then change the basic design of a paper rocket and see how this affects its
flight. Specifically, you will increase how much drag the plane experiences and see if
this changes how far the paper plane flies. You can add more fins, larger or smaller.
Record the distance.
Repeat until four rockets have been launched with distances measured. You can alter
your fourth design for greater efficiency.
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Team Members:
Paper Rockets Data Sheet

Launch #

Distance
traveled
in feet
and
inches

Notes: What happened?
What changes need to be
made?

Class
Mean

Class
Median

1. No fins

2.Two fins

3. Three fins

4. Size
Change of
fins
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Class
Mode

Class
Range

Launching Paper Rockets
Exit Slip
Name:
Upon completion of this lesson you are to answer the following:
1. What is rocket aerodynamics?

2. Explain the difference between drag and thrust:

3. Explain what the nose and fins on a rocket are designed for:

4. Why is stability important?

5. In flight, a rocket is subjected to four forces. What are they?
_______________

_______________

_______________

______________

6. Explain how changing the amount of fins and size would alter the efficiency of the design
and the distance the rocket flew.
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ADDITIONAL TEACHER INFORMATION:
Answers to Exit Slip:
1. Answers will vary slightly but should include: “The study of how air flows over a rocket
and how this affects drag and stability.”
2. Answers will vary but should mention: “Drag is resistance to motion through air and
thrust is the upward force.”
3. Answers will vary but should include: “The nose cone and fins of a rocket are designed
to minimize drag (air resistance) and to provide stability and control.”
4. Answers may vary but should include: “Keep it pointing in the right direction without
wobbling.”
5. Weight, thrust, lift and drag
6. Accept all answers if logically stated.

Answers to Data Sheet:
No answers provided. This is a worksheet for students to collect data. Grade for
completion.
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